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Abstract

The baselines of a document page are a set of virtual

horizontal and parallel lines, to which the printed contents

of document, e.g., text lines, tables or inserted photos, are

aligned. Accurate baseline extraction is of great impor-

tance in the geometric correction of curved document im-

ages. In this paper, we propose an efficient method for ac-

curate extraction of these virtual visual cues from a curved

document image. Our method comes from two basic ob-

servations that the baselines of documents do not intersect

with each other and that within a narrow strip, the base-

lines can be well approximated by linear segments. Based

upon these observations, we propose a curvilinear projec-

tion based method and model the estimation of curved base-

lines as a constrained sequential optimization problem. A

dynamic programming algorithm is then developed to effi-

ciently solve the problem. The proposed method can extract

the complete baselines through each pixel of document im-

ages in a high accuracy. It is also scripts insensitive and

highly robust to image noises, non-textual objects, image

resolutions and image quality degradation like blurring and

non-uniform illumination. Extensive experiments on a num-

ber of captured document images demonstrate the effective-

ness of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

The baselines of a document page consist of a set of vir-

tual horizontal and parallel lines, to which the printed con-

tents of document, e.g., text lines, tables or inserted pho-

tos, are aligned. Many methods for document image anal-

Figure 1. An example of virtual baseline extraction from a curved

document image by our method. (a) the curved document image,

(b) the projection profiles along a fixed direction, (c) the estimated

virtual baselines, (d) the curvilinear projection profiles along the

estimated baselines.

ysis, for example, the recursive XY-cut method [18], of-

ten assume that the image contents are well aligned to a

group of horizontal and parallel straight baselines. How-

ever, this is often not the case when a document image gets

distorted. Estimating the baselines and realigning the im-

age contents with them is thus an indispensable preprocess-

ing step in many tasks of document image processing and

analysis, such as page layout segmentation, optical charac-

ter recognition (OCR) and so on.

For a flat document image, its baselines are usually

straight lines. The estimation of these baselines has been ex-

tensively studied in the context of document image deskew-

ing [17] and image perspective rectification [14, 22]. The

problem, however, gets worse when a document image is

distorted due to nonlinear page curl. This commonly hap-

pens when one captures the images of an opened thick and
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bound book by a hand-held camera.

The extraction of baselines is of great importance to

many methods for the rectification of geometric distortion

in camera-captured document images [4, 28, 7, 8, 12, 13,

15, 16, 24]. To yield a desirable result, these methods re-

quire the curved baselines to be estimated reliably in a high

accuracy. However, this is often a quite challenging task,

due to image distortion, various types of non-textual ob-

jects and the image quality degradation introduced during

the imaging process such as image blurring, low resolutions

and non-uniform illumination.

Typically, the baselines of a document image can be es-

timated by fitting the horizontal text lines. To this end,

horizontal text lines in document images have to be firstly

extracted. According to how the text lines are obtained,

these methods can be roughly classified into four major cat-

egories, i.e., the tracing based methods [3, 4, 24, 25], the

clustering based methods [9, 10, 22, 27], the segmentation

based methods [11, 19, 23] and the projection based meth-

ods [20, 26, 2, 21].

Early methods for text lines extraction apply a tracing

strategy to the connected components (CCs) of a binarized

image [4, 16, 24]. These methods firstly pick up a con-

nected component from the image as a seed, then perform

seed growing by linking the seed to its nearest neighbors.

Tracing on CCs is generally scripts sensitive and very unsta-

ble. For characters with multiple components, e.g., Chinese

characters, tracing on them often fails to yield the correct

text lines.

Later improvements directly implement tracing on the

gray-scale images. Tian and Narasimhan [25] observe that

patches extracted from a set of points along a text line are

similar to each other. They thereby propose an interesting

line tracing method based on self-similarity measure be-

tween image patches. A very similar idea is also used in

Liang et al.’s work [12], where texture flow is introduced for

tracing curved text lines. However, the tracing based meth-

ods are vulnerable to page layouts, changes of font sizes and

non-textual image contents, leading to an inaccurate tracing

on curved text lines.

In most cases, it is beneficial to view text lines extrac-

tion as a clustering problem of CCs. From this perspective,

Yin and Liu [27] propose a bottom-up method for text lines

segmentation in unconstrained handwritten Chinese docu-

ments. The method first designs a distance metric between

CCs by supervised learning. Based upon it, CCs of the doc-

ument image are grouped into a tree structure, from which

text lines can be extracted by dynamically cutting the edges.

Koo and Cho [9, 10] formulate text lines extraction as an

energy minimization problem on the states of CCs. A cost

function that encodes the interactions between text lines

and the curvilinearity of each text line is proposed. Their

method is robust to the interference between text lines, spa-

tially varying skew and irregular inter-character distance.

In comparison to the tracing based approaches, the methods

using CCs clustering are generally more robust to the curl-

ing of text lines. However, these methods often suffer from

heuristic merging rules, artificial parameters and topologi-

cal changes of CCs [10].

The segmentation based methods [19, 23, 11] treat text

lines extraction as an image segmentation problem. Inspired

by the great success of seam carving in image resizing [1],

Raid et al.[23] propose to use seam carving to automati-

cally segment text lines from binary or gray-scale images of

handwritten documents. However, their method often pro-

duces seams that cut through words and line components.

Nikolaos and Sabine [19] later improve the method by in-

corporating some constraints into the optimization proce-

dure to yield more robust separating seams. The segmen-

tation based methods are more general-purpose and require

less knowledge about document layouts and scripts. How-

ever, these methods share the similar limitations that most

segmentation methods may have. They are sensitive to im-

age noises, changes of image resolutions and overlapping

of adjacent text lines.

The projection based methods [20, 6, 2, 21] have been

extensively studied to segment text lines in handwritten doc-

uments. These methods firstly compute the projection pro-

files over the entire image [6] or vertical strips [20, 2, 21],

and then find the peaks and valleys of the projection to lo-

cate the text lines. Despite the effectiveness of these meth-

ods in segmenting handwritten text lines, they generally

cannot be directly used to extract baselines from a distorted

document image, due to the complicated page layouts and

existing of large areas of non-textual objects in images.

In this paper, we propose a novel curvilinear projec-

tion based method for accurate extraction of curved base-

lines from a distorted document image. Our method comes

from two basic observations that the baselines of a curved

document image do not intersect with each other and that

within a narrow vertical strip, the baselines can be well ap-

proximated by linear segments. Based upon these observa-

tions, we model baseline extraction as a constrained sequen-

tial optimization problem on the projection map of vertical

strips. A dynamic programming algorithm is also developed

to efficiently solve the problem.

Our method is a segment-free method and can directly

extract the curved baselines from the images. It has a much

lower computation complexity and can be implemented

very efficiently. Moreover, our method can exploit more

general types of visual cues for curved baselines estima-

tion, including curved text lines, horizontal lines in tables,

boundaries of pages and inserted photos. It shows great

robustness to various scripts, different page layouts, non-

textual objects, changes of image resolutions and image

quality degradation like image blurring and non-uniform il-
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Figure 2. The basic idea for optimal strip projections. We can

determine the optimal projection lines in sequence at each point on

the central line of the strip. In the figure, all the possible projection

lines passing through p are illustrated in the shading area between

two red lines. For the convenience of computation, two coordinate

systems are also defined on the vertical strip.

lumination. Figure 1 illustrates an example of baseline ex-

traction from a curved document image by our method.

2. Approach

2.1. Basic Assumptions

To begin with, we have to make two basic assumptions

on the documents. First, we assume that the document page

is not being significantly bent so that a small segment of its

baseline can be well approximated by a straight line. Sec-

ond, we require that the printed contents of a document page

are aligned in horizontal lines. This means that some com-

plicated hybrid layouts, which allow the mixture of horizon-

tal and vertical alignments of text lines, are not allowed.

2.2. Curvilinear Projection for Baseline Extraction

To extract the curved baselines, we first compute the

edges of an input document image, and then divide the edge

map into a sequence of overlapping vertical strips. Accord-

ing to the above assumptions, the baselines of a vertical strip

can be approximated by a group of nonintersecting straight

line segments, given that the width of the strip is not too

large. Generally, these straight lines are not parallel to each

other due to the curling of documents and the perspective

effects of camera. The problem is then to find a group

of optimal projection lines that do not intersect within the

boundaries of a vertical strip.

Our basic idea to address this problem is to determine

these projection lines in sequence for each point on the cen-

tral line of the strip, as illustrated in Figure 2. An objective

function on these projection lines is defined to determine

the optimal projection. The resulted problem turns out to be

a typical sequence optimization problem. More details will

be described in the following sections.

2.2.1 Projection map from Radon transform

For a point p on the central line L of a strip, consider all the

possible projection lines passing through this point. To de-

cide which line is finally chosen from these candidate lines,

we have to compute the projection profiles of the strip along

any possible lines. This requires us to compute the projec-

tion map, from which all possible projection profiles of the

strip can be directly obtained. This projection map can be

easily obtained from the Radon transform of the strip.

Denote the width and height of an image strip S by w

and H , respectively. Further define a projection coordinate

system on S, with its origin locating at the center of the strip

and its x and y axes parallel to the corresponding axes in

the image coordinate system, as illustrated in Figure 2. The

Radon transform of S in a given angle θ is defined by the

line integral along each of the following projection lines:

x cos θ − y sin θ = ρ, (1)

where (x, y) is defined in the projection coordinate system

of S, θ is the angle from the normal vector of the line to the

x axis in clockwise, and ρ is the distance of the line from

the origin.

Radon transform will yield a 2D array associated with θ

and ρ. We denote this array by R(ρ, θ) for simplicity. Every

pair of (ρ, θ) defines a projection line and the correspond-

ing R(ρ, θ) gives the projection value. Now, rewriting the

equations of the projection lines of Eq.(1) in the image co-

ordinate system, we have

(u−
w

2
) cos θ − (v −

H

2
) sin θ = ρ, (2)

where (u, v) is defined in the image coordinate system of

S. Using this equation, we can quickly obtain all the candi-

date projection lines passing through a point p(w
2
, k) on the

central line of S, i.e.,

(
H

2
− k) sin θ = ρ, (k = 1, · · · , H, θ ∈ [α, β]) (3)

Figure 3. Computing the projection map from Radon transform.

(a) the edge map of a strip. For the convenience of illustration, we

rotate the strip from the vertical direction to the horizontal direc-

tion. (b) the Radon transform, (c) the computed projection map,

which is a coordinate transformation of Radon transform from the

ρ-θ coordinates system to the k-θ coordinates system.
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where k is the row index of p in the strip, α and β are the

lower and upper bounds of the possible angles of projection

lines, respectively.

According to Eq.(3), the Radon transform R(ρ, θ) can

be easily converted from the (ρ, θ) coordinates system to

the (k, θ) coordinates system. This transformed array, de-

noted by R(k, θ), is called the projection map. One great

benefit of using the projection map R(k, θ) is that it can

explicitly give the projection value of the strip along any

line passing through a point on L. Figure 3 illustrates the

obtained projection map from Radon transform.

2.2.2 Optimized strip projection

We can estimate the optimal projection lines across the cen-

tral line L of a strip by solving the following constrained

optimization problem, i.e.,

max
θ1,··· ,θH

H
∑

k=1

R
p(k, θk) + λφ(θ1, · · · , θH), (4)

given the constraints that two adjacent projection lines de-

fined by θk and θk+1 do not intersect between the bound-

aries of the strip. The explicit expression of these con-

straints will be given in next section. In Eq.(4), p is a pre-

scribed exponent (typically p ≥ 3) and φ(θ1, · · · , θH) is a

smoothness measure that penalizes sharp changes in the an-

gle sequence, and λ is a weight for balancing the two terms.

Geometrically, the optimization of Eq.(4) suggests to

find an optimal path on the projection map R(k, θ), (k =
1, · · · , H, θ ∈ [α, β]), which passes through R from its left

side to the right side under the non-intersection constraints.

This problem can be efficiently solved by a dynamic pro-

gramming method.

There are many ways to define the smoothness mea-

sure. Here we give an example of the first-order smoothness

terms, which is defined on two adjacent angles, i.e.,

φ(θ1, · · · , θH) =

H
∑

k=2

exp

(

−
(θk − θk−1)

2

2σ2

)

, (5)

where σ is used to control the sensitivity of the smoothness

term to the angle differences. Similarly, high-order smooth-

ness term that involves more adjacent angles can also be

defined. However, it has to be pointed out that although

high-order terms may have better performance in compar-

ison with the low-order terms, optimization on them will

result in an explosion in computation and storage.

2.2.3 Optimization

Discretizing θ uniformly between [α, β] by a fixed angle

resolution, yields an angle sequence:

α = θ1 < θ2 < · · · < θm−1 < θm = β. (6)

1sk

i

s
k

j

A

B

L

sk

1sk

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Construction of the weighted directed graph G. (a) only

two vertices having adjacent k-coordinates can be connected by a

directed edge, (b) deriving the non-intersection condition of two

adjacent projection lines.

Similarly, taking samples of k between [1, H] by a fixed

interval ∆k gives

1 = k1 < k2 < · · · < kn−1 < kn = H. (7)

We then construct a weighted directed graph G with to-

tally m × n vertices on the discretized k-θ plane, as illus-

trated in Figure 4(a). Each vertex locates at the grid point

(ks, θ
j)(1 ≤ s ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m). In the graph G, only

points that have adjacent k-coordinates can be connected

by a directed edge. Two points (ks−1, θ
i) and (ks, θ

j) are

connected if and only if their corresponding projection lines

satisfy the non-intersection condition.

For shortness, we rewrite θi of vertex (ks−1, θ
i) as θiks−1

and further use it to denote the vertex. We now derive the

explicit form of the non-intersection condition on θks
given

θiks−1
. Suppose the projection line defined by θiks−1

inter-

sects with the two vertical boundaries of a strip at A and B

respectively, as illustrated in Figure 4(b). The v-coordinates

of A and B in the image coordinate system of strip can be

computed respectively as:

vA = ks−1 −
w

2
cot θiks−1

, (8)

vB = ks−1 +
w

2
cot θiks−1

, (9)

where w is the width of the strip.

As illustrated in Figure 4(b), to avoid the intersection of

the projection line with its previous one in the strip, the line

must fall in the red angular area determined by A, B and

point (w
2
, ks). Thus, to satisfy the non-intersecting condi-

tion, θks
has to be limited within:



cos−1(
ks − vA

√

w2

4
+ (ks − vA)2

), cos−1(
vB − ks

√

w2

4
+ (vB − ks)2

)



 .

(10)

In the construction of G, every directed edge is also as-

signed a weight. For an edge connecting two vertices θiks−1
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and θ
j
ks

, the weight on this edge, denoted by wij
s , is given

as:

wij
s =

∆k
∑

t=1

R
p(ks−1 + t, θiks−1

+ th)+λ∆k exp

(

−
h2

2σ2

)

,

(11)

where p is a predefined exponent in Eq.(4), ∆k is the fixed

interval in Eq.(7) for sampling k and

h =
θ
j
ks

− θiks−1

∆k

. (12)

After G is constructed, the optimization of Eq.(4) turns

out to be finding an optimal path that passes through G and

maximizes the total sum of the weights of edges on the path.

By adding a virtual starting node and ending node to the

left and right side of G respectively, the problem turns to

be a classic longest path problem, which can be efficiently

solved by the Dijkstra’s algorithm [5].

Figure 5 illustrated an example of the solved optimal

path on R and the estimated baselines of the strip. In the

example, θ is uniformly discretized between 45◦ and 135◦

by an angle step 0.5◦, and totally 30 samples of k are used to

solve the path. The comparisons of strip projections along

a fixed direction and the estimated baselines are also illus-

trated in the figure. From the results, we can see that the

projections get mixed on the left side along the fixed di-

rection. In comparison, the projections along the estimated

baselines are much better in separability.

Figure 5. Results of the estimated baselines on the strip in Fig-

ure 3(a). (a) the solved optimal path (red curve) on R, (b) the

estimated baselines on the strip, (c) the projection profiles of strip

along a fixed direction, (d) the projection profiles of strip along the

estimated baselines.

2.3. Baselines Connection Between Strips

After the baselines on each strip are estimated, we fur-

ther need to link them up to obtain the entire baselines on

the whole document page. The connection of baselines be-

tween neighboring strips is much straightforward. In this

process, a basic step is to determine the ending point of a

baseline giving its starting point. This can be quickly com-

puted by using the equations of baselines in Eq.(3). Recall

that two neighboring strips overlap each other. We thereby

simply set the starting and ending points of all baselines of a

strip at the center lines of the overlapping areas. Finally, ev-

ery extracted baseline is further smoothed by a cubic spline.

3. Experimental Results

To test the performance of the proposed method, we car-

ried out a series of experiments on a great number of curved

document images. These testing images include samples of

scanned book pages and pages captured from books, maga-

zines and paper sheets by a hand-held camera. In the exper-

iments, we empirically set the exponent p = 3 and λ = 1
in Eq.(4) and σ = 1 for the smoothness term in Eq.(5). In

constructing the directed weighted graph, we took totally

30 samples of k and discetized θ uniformly in [45◦, 135◦]
by a fixed angle step 1◦. Canny operator is used to com-

pute the edge map of each input image. A 3 × 3 closing

operation followed by a morphological removing and dila-

tion operation is implemented on the edge map to remove

some dotted noises. The edge map is then divided into 20-

30 strips of same size according to image width, with every

two neighboring strips sharing 50% overlapping.

Figure 6 illustrates some example results of baseline ex-

traction by our method on curved binary document images

from the DFKI dataset 1. This publicly available dataset is

specially designed for the evaluation of various methods on

geometric distortion rectification of curved document im-

ages. From the results, we can see that the proposed method

can extract the curved baselines in a high accuracy. The

estimated baselines are also robust to marginal noises and

non-textual objects in the images, such as inserted formulas

and photos. This is mainly because the proposed method

can well exploit the available visual cues, such as text lines,

horizontal lines in tables and page boundaries, to infer the

baselines in the blank areas and non-textual regions.

We also give more results of our method on gray-scale

document images in Figure 7. These images include pages

captured by a hand-held camera or scanned by a flat-bed

scanner from books, magazines and paper sheets. Note that

some of the images contain large areas of non-textual ob-

jects. As can be seen from the results, our method works

well on the gray-scale images. It can correctly extract

the curved baselines in the blank and non-textual object

regions. In the figure, the left-most three images come

from English documents and the right-most four images

come from Chinese documents. The method can extract the

curved baselines for the both cases in high accuracy. This

indicates that our method is not sensitive to different scripts.

1The dataset can be downloaded from http://www.csse.uwa.

edu.au/˜shafait/downloads.html
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Figure 6. Example results of baseline extraction from the curved document images in DFKI dataset. From top to bottom: the curved

document images, the extracted virtual baselines, the projections of image along the estimated baselines, the close-up image patches.

Figure 7. More results of baseline extraction of our method on some gray-scale images. From top to bottom are: the gray-scale images

with the extracted baselines overlapped, the edge maps and the close-up image patches, respectively. The left-most three images come

from English documents and the right-most four images come from Chinese documents. The last image is a scanned book page.

Out-of-focus blurring commonly happens to a camera-

captured document image. This is because that the camera

is hard to focus accurately on the document page when it

gets distorted. To test the robustness of our method to such

kind of blurring, we make a sequence of blurring images

by filtering a clear document image with different Gaus-

sian kernels. Figure 8 shows the results of baseline extrac-

tion on these images. As can be seen from the results, our

method yields comparably stable results for the images with

different levels of blurring. This demonstrates that the pro-

posed method is quite robust to image blurring. Since im-

age down-sampling will result in a similar blurring, this also

means that the proposed method is not sensitive to changes

of image resolutions. The robustness to image blurring will

benefit the process of image noise removal, since we can

choose a larger kernel for image smoothing without signif-
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icantly losing the accuracy in baseline extraction. The ro-

bustness to image blurring also means that the method is

insensitive to the touched neighboring characters and text

lines. These cases are very common to a curved document

image captured by a hand-held camera.

Figure 9 shows the comparisons of our method with Koo

and Cho’s method [9]. Koo and Cho’s method is a CCs

grouping based method. Their method can extract the text

lines from a curved document image and estimate the corre-

sponding baselines by smooth curve fitting. In comparison

with their method, our method can exploit the available vi-

sual cues in the image to estimate the complete baselines

through each pixel, not merely limited to the baselines of

horizontal text lines regions. This feature may greatly ben-

efit many subsequent procedures of document images pro-

cessing, such as geometric distortion correction and page

layout analysis. In these cases, a complete baseline is much

preferred [16, 24].

In Figure 10, we show the comparisons of our method

with Tian and Narasimhan’s method [25] and Nikolaos and

Sabine’s method [19]. Tian and Narasimhan’s method is

a line tracing based approach. This method relies on a

self-similarity measure between image patches to trace the

points on a text line. However, this similarity measure is

very sensitive to document layouts, changes of image res-

olutions and non-textual objects, which often leads to the

failure of tracing process, resulting in incomplete or even

erroneous extraction of baselines. Although an elaborated

refinement algorithm that further considers the parallelism

between text lines is implemented to refine the estimations,

the final results are not yet desirable in some cases. Niko-

laos and Sabine’s method is a segmentation based approach.

They use the seam carving method to segment the text lines.

This method can correctly divide the horizontal text lines

when the image is not seriously distorted. However, if

a document image is of poor qualities, for example, with

low image resolutions and large geometric distortion (these

factors are very common to a camera-captured document

image), the performance of the method degrades rapidly.

Moreover, large errors may also be introduced in the process

of text lines fitting, even when the text lines are correctly

segmented. In comparison, our method performs quite sat-

isfactorily due to its great robustness to low image resolu-

tions and image blurring. Our method is a segment-free

approach and can directly extract the baselines without seg-

menting the curved horizontal text lines.

Our method takes about 6-8 seconds to process an image

of 6M pixels. All the experiments are implemented on a

PC with a 2.6GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) CPU and 4GB RAM.

The implementation codes are written in Matlab without

specialized code optimization. The running speed may be

further increased by using an image down-sampling tech-

nique, since reduction of image resolutions will not greatly

decrease the accuracy of baseline extraction.

4. Discussions and Conclusion

4.1. Limitations

Our method relies on the local linearity assumption of

the baselines. That is, the curved baselines can be well ap-

proximated by linear segments within a narrow image strip.

However, if this assumption does not hold, the method may

fail. This commonly happens to the captured document im-

ages with severe geometric distortions. Due to this reason,

the method cannot be applied to the document images with

non-smooth distortion, for example, folding distortion, in

which the baselines have many abrupt turnings and cannot

be well approximated by linear segments without any prior

knowledge of the turning points.

Our method also shares the common limitations of most

projection based methods. To estimate the baselines on an

image strip, it requires the available visual cues within the

strip to be dominant. As a result, the projection may fail if

an image strip consists of very sparse visual cues or large

areas of non-textual objects that have too little available in-

formation to infer the correct projection direction. This case

generally occurs to page margins, where insufficient cues

are available for the correct estimation of baselines.

4.2. Conclusion

We have proposed a curvilinear projection based method

in this paper for virtual baseline extraction from a curved

image of printed documents. Our method is motivated from

two basic observations that the baselines of a curved doc-

ument image do not intersect with each other and that in a

narrow image strip, the baselines can be well approximated

by straight line segments. Based on these observations, a

constrained optimal curvilinear projection is proposed to es-

timate the baselines.

In comparison with the existing approaches, the pro-

posed method has a much low computation complexity and

can be implemented very efficiently. It is a segment-free

method and can extract the complete baselines in a high ac-

curacy for every pixel in the image, not merely limited to

the baselines of textual regions. Moreover, our method is

scripts insensitive and can well exploit more general types

of visual cues in the image for baselines estimation, such

as horizontal text lines, lines in tables and boundaries of in-

serted photos and pages. It shows great robustness to image

noises, non-textual objects, changes of image resolutions

and image quality degradation like image blurring and non-

uniform illumination.
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Figure 8. Results of baseline extraction on a sequence of blurring document images. These images are made by filtering a clear image of

size 1611× 2428 using a 75× 75 Gaussian kernels with standard deviations σ ranging from 0 to 12 by a fixed step 2. (top) the extracted

baselines overlapping on the blurring images, (bottom) the close-up patches for details illustration.

Figure 9. Comparisons of our method with Koo and Cho’s method [9]. (a) the curved document images, (b) edge maps used by Koo and

Cho’s method, (c) text-lines extraction and fitting by Koo and Cho’s method, (d) edge maps used by our method, (e) baseline extraction

by our method (totally 25 strips used), (f) the close-up image patches of results by Koo and Cho’s method (top) and our method (bottom),

respectively.

Figure 10. Comparisons of our method with Tian and Narasimhan’s method [25] and Nikolaos and Sabine’s method [19]. (a) the curved

images, (b) the coarse estimation of baselines by Tian and Narasimhan’s method, (c) the refinement results of Tian and Narasimhan’s

method, (d) the separating seams produced by Nikolaos and Sabine’s method, (e) the estimated baselines by Nikolaos and Sabine’s method,

(f) the extracted baselines by our method.
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